We are creating a future
where we can all take part.
Nepos believes every generation deserves to use the Internet with full confidence in their ability. Therefore,
we have embarked on a quest of optimizing, transforming and curating the technological revolution for the
generation 65+. We are building the gateway between the elderly and the digital world.
Let’s take the chance to really make a difference in the lives of an entire generation.

You‘re exactly what we‘re looking for.
Social Media Working Student (f/m/x)
As our Social Media Working Student, you will take responsibility to create high-quality content for our
social media platforms and assure consistent communication through all channels. You are motivated to
solve problems independently and fuel our social media channels with your spark.
What you’ll do

What you pack

› Research exciting topics for the expansion of our

› You are an enrolled student in communications,
economics, journalism or a similar subject

social media activities
› Draft content, tailored for muliple channels and

› Very high motivation to create something awesome
and the strong discipline to carry it out

target groups
› Support the coordination and editorial planning of

› Fluency in German, both written and spoken, and
very good language skills in English

our social media channels
› Manage the community in cooperation with the

› Experience in managing a social media community
or blogging is a plus

customer care team
What we offer

At Nepos you can develop your talents in an inspiring startup working environment with the freedom to
reach your highest potential. Meet a passionate team who genuinely cares about the customer and the team
environment. You are invited to think differently – shape the future of work for the better. Additionally, we
offer you flexible working hours and home office options – we trust you in deciding when you can do the
best work of your life!
This is your chance to be part of product development history. When can you start?
Please write to: kim@jobs.nepos.io

Nepos GmbH

Novalisstraße 11

hallo@nepos.de

10115 Berlin
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